Optimal $\dot{V}O_{2\text{max}}$-to-mass ratio for predicting 15 km performance among elite male cross-country skiers
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Abstract: The aim of this study was 1) to validate the 0.5 body-mass exponent for maximal oxygen uptake ($\dot{V}O_{2\text{max}}$) as the optimal predictor of performance in a 15 km classical-technique skiing competition among elite male cross-country skiers and 2) to evaluate the influence of distance covered on the body-mass exponent for $\dot{V}O_{2\text{max}}$ among elite male skiers. Twenty-four elite male skiers (age: 21.4 ± 3.3 years [mean ± standard deviation]) completed an incremental treadmill roller-skiing test to determine their $\dot{V}O_{2\text{max}}$. Performance data were collected from a 15 km classical-technique cross-country skiing competition performed on a 5 km course. Power-function modeling (ie, an allometric scaling approach) was used to establish the optimal body-mass exponent for $\dot{V}O_{2\text{max}}$ to predict the skiing performance. The optimal power-function models were found to be race speed $= 8.83 \cdot (\dot{V}O_{2\text{max}} m^{-0.53})^{0.66}$ and lap speed $= 5.89 \cdot (\dot{V}O_{2\text{max}} m^{-0.49} \cdot (0.018 \cdot \text{age})^{0.43} \cdot 0.010 \cdot \text{lap}^{0.010})^{0.43}$, which explained 69% and 81% of the variance in skiing speed, respectively. All the variables contributed to the models. Based on the validation results, it may be recommended that $\dot{V}O_{2\text{max}}$ divided by the square root of body mass (mL·min⁻¹·kg⁻⁰·⁵) should be used when elite male skiers’ performance capability in 15 km classical-technique races is evaluated. Moreover, the body-mass exponent for $\dot{V}O_{2\text{max}}$ was demonstrated to be influenced by the distance covered, indicating that heavier skiers have a more pronounced positive pacing profile (ie, race speed gradually decreasing throughout the race) compared to that of lighter skiers.
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Introduction

Much time and effort is spent by athletes performing expensive physiological tests in sport science laboratories to monitor their physiological status and provide valuable information for follow-up and optimization of the training process. Hence, it is important to use validated tests, where the test variables are indicators of competitive performance, in each discipline, in the specific sport; otherwise, the test results could potentially mislead the athletes in their training. Moreover, to adequately evaluate an athlete’s performance capability via physiological tests, it is essential to determine how each test variable should be expressed relative to body mass (eg, absolute expression, simple ratio-standard scaled expression, or expression scaled with a specific body-mass exponent). The optimal body-mass exponent for indicating performance in a specific sport discipline predominantly depends on the magnitude of the counteracting forces (eg, gravitational force, air resistance, and friction) that the athlete must overcome by muscle-force generation. The varying influence of body mass on different disciplines emphasizes the importance of validating a test variable concerning the suggested optimal body-mass exponent as a performance indicator in the specific sport discipline.
A test variable that indicates performance in many endurance sports is the maximal oxygen uptake (\(\text{VO}_{2\text{max}}\)). In cross-country skiing, \(\text{VO}_{2\text{max}}\) has been correlated with distance-race (5–50 km) performances for different groups of skiers (eg, elite, juniors, and recreational),\(^4\) and these correlations were generally based on \(\text{VO}_{2\text{max}}\) expressed absolutely (L \(\cdot\) min\(^{-1}\)) or as a simple ratio standard (mL \(\cdot\) min\(^{-1}\) \(\cdot\) kg\(^{-1}\)). Moreover, it was previously suggested that the allometrically scaled \(\text{VO}_{2\text{max}}\), expressed as mL \(\cdot\) min\(^{-1}\) \(\cdot\) kg\(^{-0.67}\), would be a better predictor of performance in distance races compared to the simple ratio-standard scaled expression.\(^{10}\) Theoretically, this \(\text{VO}_{2\text{max}}\) expression will partition out the differences in body size (eg, body mass) in accordance with the “surface area.”

Another proposed exponent is derived from the discovery that the metabolism of species, which differ markedly in body mass, is normalized by a 0.75 body-mass exponent; an explanation for this proportionality is the “theory of elasticity” in which it is suggested that the absorption and release of energy from the body’s structures (eg, tendons) can influence the relationship between body mass and metabolic rate.\(^{12}\) A body-mass exponent of 0.75 has also been proposed to reflect physiological capabilities, such as metabolic rate, cardiac output, and oxygen-consumption rate\(^{13}\) that are closely related to \(\text{VO}_{2\text{max}}\). In a more recent study, a body-mass exponent of 0.73 was suggested to eliminate the body-size differences in \(\text{VO}_{2\text{max}}\) for a large group of elite athletes from different sports.\(^{14}\)

In cross-country skiing, the 0.67 body-mass exponent for \(\text{VO}_{2\text{max}}\) is suggested to be appropriate if the objective is to equalize skiers for differences in body mass;\(^4\) therefore, if \(\text{VO}_{2\text{max}}\) (mL \(\cdot\) min\(^{-1}\) \(\cdot\) kg\(^{-0.67}\)) is used for the evaluation of cross-country skiers, it will indicate the “physiological capability” related to the aerobic energy-supply system. Hence, if the magnitude of the counteracting forces for the specific skiing discipline is “body-mass neutral,” the 0.67 exponent would also optimally indicate the skiing performance. However, the performance in distance races has been shown to be positively related to body mass of the skiers,\(^4\)\(^{15}\) indicating that heavier skiers are preferred compared to lighter skiers.\(^4\)

To determine the “performance capability” of cross-country skiers, the influence of body mass needs to be considered by using an allometric scaling approach that uses both \(\text{VO}_{2\text{max}}\) and body mass as predictor variables. The scaling of \(\text{VO}_{2\text{max}}\) was based on a previously described allometric scaling approach, which has several advantages over the simple ratio-standard scaling method.\(^{16}\) This approach has been used to explain the performance in different endurance sports, such as cycling,\(^{17,18}\) running,\(^{16,19}\) and cross-country skiing,\(^{20,21}\) based on the athletes’ \(\text{VO}_{2\text{max}}\) and body mass.

Previously, it was showed that a body-mass exponent of 0.48 for \(\text{VO}_{2\text{max}}\), ie, expressed as mL \(\cdot\) min\(^{-1}\) \(\cdot\) kg\(^{-0.48}\), was optimal for explaining the performance in a 15 km classical-technique skiing competition among elite male skiers;\(^21\) to facilitate the usage of this finding, it was suggested to use a body-mass exponent of 0.5, ie, \(\text{VO}_{2\text{max}}\) divided by the square root of body mass (mL \(\cdot\) min\(^{-1}\) \(\cdot\) kg\(^{-0.5}\)), for evaluating an elite male skier’s performance capability in 15 km races. This suggestion is supported by a previous study that reported that \(\text{VO}_{2\text{max}}\) expressed as mL \(\cdot\) min\(^{-1}\) \(\cdot\) kg\(^{-0.5}\) was a better estimate of performance capability among world-class male skiers than the use of the 0.67 body-mass exponent.\(^3\) Moreover, in the aforementioned study,\(^21\) the 95% confidence interval (CI) for the body-mass exponent for \(\text{VO}_{2\text{max}}\) did not include either 0 or 1, which suggests that the commonly used absolute and simple ratio-standard scaled expression should not be used for evaluating elite male skiers’ performance capabilities in 15 km classical-technique skiing races. Hence, to make an appropriate evaluation of an elite skier’s performance capability, it is important to use the \(\text{VO}_{2\text{max}}\)-to-mass ratio that optimally indicates the performance.

In cross-country skiing, the International Ski Federation competitions are performed on homologated courses (ie, specific norms for height differences and an equal proportion of uphill, downhill, and undulating terrain sections). Therefore, it may be suggested that the 0.5 body-mass exponent for \(\text{VO}_{2\text{max}}\) is a general indicator of performance in 15 km classical technique skiing races in elite male cross-country skiing. However, because there are a variety of elements that could potentially affect the performance, validation of the previously suggested 0.5 body-mass exponent is necessary.

To investigate the predictive validity of the 0.5 exponent, performance in a 15 km classical technique skiing competition performed on a new (homologated) course for a new sample of elite male skiers is required; therefore, one purpose of this study was to determine whether the 0.5 body-mass exponent for \(\text{VO}_{2\text{max}}\) optimally predicts a “new” 15 km performance.

It has previously been reported that the body-mass exponent for \(\text{VO}_{2\text{max}}\) is affected by the course inclination;\(^21\) hence, lighter elite male skiers are preferred when a large proportion of the counteracting force is induced by gravity. Consequently, skiers with a lower body mass will, in general, have a relatively faster skiing speed in steep uphill sections than their heavier counterparts, whereas heavier skiers, in general, are favored in downhill, flat, and moderate
uphill sections.3,4 Another factor related to variations in skiing speed is the skier’s ability to choose a pacing strategy according to his/her physiological status and the characteristics of the race. Previous studies, with race distances ranging from 1.4 to 30 km, demonstrated that cross-country skiers adopted a positive pacing profile (ie, race speed gradually decreasing throughout the race).8,22,23 The reduction in skiing speed between the first and second parts of a race is (for elite male skiers) correlated with VO2max expressed as a simple ratio standard.22 A body-mass exponent of 1 for this relationship may indicate that lighter skiers are progressively more favored during the latter part of a race. Furthermore, the reduced overall skiing speed during the second part is reflected by a reduction in speed on uphill sections.22,23 If more time is spent in ascents and uphill skiing is associated with a higher body-mass exponent for VO2max, the distance covered would likely influence the body-mass exponent.

The aim of this study was 1) to validate the 0.5 body-mass exponent for VO2max as the optimal predictor of performance in 15 km classical technique skiing competitions among elite male cross-country skiers and 2) to evaluate the influence of distance covered on the body-mass exponent for VO2max among elite male skiers. We postulated that the optimal body-mass exponent for VO2max to indicate the performance in 15 km classical-technique skiing competitions among elite male skiers would be 0.5 and that the optimal body-mass exponent would increase for each new lap of the 15 km race.

**Methods**

**Study design**

The subjects completed an incremental treadmill roller-skiing test to determine their VO2max. Performance data were collected from a 15 km Scandinavian Cup competition performed using the classical technique with an interval start.

**Subjects**

Twenty-four Swedish and Norwegian elite male (age: 21.4±3.3 years [mean ± standard deviation]; stature: 180.4±6.0 cm; body mass: 75.5±6.3 kg) cross-country skiers, competing at the national and international levels, volunteered to participate in the study. All the subjects provided written informed consent to participate. The test procedures were performed in accordance with the World Medical Association’s Declaration of Helsinki – Ethical Principles for Medical Research Involving Human Subjects 2008, and the study was approved by the Regional Ethical Review Board, Uppsala, Sweden.

**Maximal oxygen uptake test**

VO2max tests were conducted in the sport science laboratories at Dalarna University (n=19), Umeå University (n=1), and Lillehammer University College (n=4). All the tests commenced with roller skiing on a motor-driven treadmill (Dalarna University: OJK-2; Telinyhtymä, Kotka, Finland; Umeå University and Lillehammer University College: RL 3500; Rodby Innovation AB, Vänge, Sweden) using the diagonal-stride technique, and the subjects used roller skis (Pro-Ski C2; Sterners Specialfabrik AB, Dal-Järna, Sweden) provided by the sport science laboratories. Throughout the VO2max test, parameters of expired air were continuously analyzed using a metabolic cart in mixing-chamber mode (Jaeger Oxycon Pro; Erich Jaeger GmbH, Hoechberg, Germany), which was calibrated according to the specifications of the manufacturer before each test. To investigate whether the oxygen-uptake measurements in the laboratories differed, the subjects’ oxygen uptake (mL·min⁻¹·kg⁻¹) at a submaximal intensity, during the VO2max tests, was analyzed. The equipment in the laboratory that performed the largest number of VO2max tests was used as a reference, and a CI was calculated for the subjects’ oxygen uptakes. Thereafter, mean oxygen-uptake calculations, at the same work intensity, were performed for the other two sport science laboratories and these mean values were comprised in the CI calculated for the reference laboratory; hence, no difference in the oxygen-uptake measurements was found.

Based on the individual ski ranking, the subjects were assigned to one of two test protocols for the incremental treadmill roller-skiing test for determining VO2max to avoid a too short time of volitional exhaustion. The starting treadmill speeds/inclinations for the first minute of the VO2max test were 10.0 km·h⁻¹/3.0° for the lower ranked subjects (n=8) and 11.0 km·h⁻¹/4.0° for the higher ranked subjects (n=16). Thereafter, the inclination was increased by 1° every minute up to 10° while maintaining a constant treadmill speed. Subsequently, while maintaining an inclination of 10°, the speed was increased by 0.5 km·h⁻¹ every 60 seconds and 30 seconds for the subjects with lower and higher ski rankings, respectively. In all, 2 minutes and 5 minutes after the time of volitional exhaustion, capillary blood samples were collected from a fingertip and the samples were analyzed to determine blood lactate concentrations (Bla) (Biosen 5140; EKF-diagnostic GmbH, Barleben, Germany). The VO2max was defined as the highest mean oxygen uptake during a 60-second period when meeting the criterion of a plateau in oxygen uptake despite an increased exercise intensity.
The plateau was identified as previously described\textsuperscript{24} and was based on the recognition of data points that fell outside (and below) the extrapolated CI for the $\dot{V}O_2$–work rate relationship.

**Performance data**

The 15 km competition utilized a 5 km course (Figure 1), which met the International Ski Federation’s norms of homologated competition courses. The course consisted of 162 m of total climbing, a maximal altitude difference of 48 m, and a maximal continuous climbing section of 44 m. Time-base stations (EMIT eLine Base Station; EMIT AS, Oslo, Norway) were used to calculate the lap-split times and finish times. Consequent to different positions of the time-base stations for start, lap-split, and completion times, the distance for start, lap-split, and completion times, the distance of lap 1 was 5.22 km (A–B), lap 2 5.25 km (B–B), and lap 3 5.00 km (B–C). The weather conditions during the race were snow with an air temperature of $-2^\circ\text{C}$ and a snow temperature of $-3^\circ\text{C}$, with stable track and waxing conditions.

To control for the potential influence of waxing on the skiing results, the subjects completed a questionnaire to evaluate the waxing of their skis (glide and grip) using a 0–100 mm visual analog scale (VAS). The subjects’ completion times and lap-split times were converted to mean skiing speeds (hereafter referred to as race speed and lap speed, respectively), which were used as competitive performance measures for subsequent scaling analyses. The fastest skier out of 275 participants completed the 15 km race at a race speed of 6.60 m·s$^{-1}$.

**Statistical analyses**

To establish the optimal body-mass exponent for $\dot{V}O_2\text{max}$ with regard to race performance, a previously used power-function model\textsuperscript{21} was applied to predict the race speed in the 15 km race:

\[
\text{Race speed} = \beta_0 \dot{V}O_2\text{max}^{\beta_1} m^{\beta_2} \varepsilon
\]

where race speed is the mean skiing speed for the actual race (m·s$^{-1}$), $\beta_0$ is a constant, $\dot{V}O_2\text{max}$ is the maximal oxygen uptake (L·min$^{-1}$), $m$ is the body mass (kg), $\varepsilon$ is the multiplicative error ratio, and $\beta_1$ and $\beta_2$ are the scaling exponents used to predict the race speed based on the independent variables $\dot{V}O_2\text{max}$ and $m$. Log transformation of Model 1 yielded:

\[
\log_e \text{race speed} = \log_e \beta_0 + \beta_1 \log_e \dot{V}O_2\text{max} ^{\beta_2} m + \log_e \varepsilon
\]

Linearization of the model allowed linear regression to be used, by fitting a least-squares regression line to the log-transformed data,\textsuperscript{16} to estimate the constant $\beta_0$ and the scaling exponents $\beta_1$ to $\beta_2$.

To evaluate how $\dot{V}O_2\text{max}$, body mass, lap number, and age influenced the lap speed, the following power-function model was applied:

\[
\text{Lapspeed} = b_0 \dot{V}O_2\text{max} ^{b_1} m^{(b_2 + b_3 \text{lap})} (b_4 \text{age} + (1|\text{Id} )) \varepsilon
\]

where lap speed is the mean skiing speed for the actual lap (m·s$^{-1}$); $b_0$ is a constant; $\dot{V}O_2\text{max}$ is the maximal oxygen uptake (L·min$^{-1}$); $m$ is the body mass (kg); lap is the number of the lap coded as lap 1=0, lap 2=1, and lap 3; $e$ is the base of the exponential function; age is the age of the subject (years); (1|Id) is a control for random effects to account for potential within-subjects variation\textsuperscript{25} (Id represents the identifier number of the subjects and the random effect is evaluated by intraclass correlation coefficient = $\sigma_t^2/[(\sigma_t^2+\sigma_e^2)]$; $\varepsilon$ is the multiplicative error ratio; and $b_1$, $b_2$, $b_3$, and $b_4$ are the scaling exponents used to predict the lap speed based on the independent variables of $\dot{V}O_2\text{max}$, $m$, lap, and age, respectively. Log transformation of Model 3 yielded:

\[
\log_e \text{lapspeed} = \log_e b_0 + b_1 \log_e \dot{V}O_2\text{max} + (b_2 + b_3 \text{lap}) \log_e m + b_4 \text{age} + (1|\text{Id} ) + \log_e \varepsilon
\]

Model 4 enabled linear regression to be used, by fitting a least-squares regression line to the log-transformed data, to estimate the constant $b_0$ and the scaling exponents $b_1$ to $b_4$.
Pearson’s product–moment correlation coefficient test was used to evaluate the linear relationships between VO\textsubscript{2max} and race speed. Correlation analyses were also performed to investigate the potential relationships between VAS ski-waxing data and race speed. The partial \( r^2 \) for the model variables to describe log\_e race speed and log\_e lap speed was calculated to determine each variable’s unique contribution to the model. A one-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to compare lap speeds. The statistical analyses were processed using the R statistical data program, Version 2.13.2 (R Development Core Team, Auckland, New Zealand) and IBM SPSS Statistics software, Version 20 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA), with all the tests performed at an alpha of 0.05.

**Results**

**Test results and performance data**

The VO\textsubscript{2max} values obtained were 5.39±0.57 L·min\(^{-1}\), 62.0±60 mL·min\(^{-1}\)·kg\(^{-0.5}\), or 71.5±6.4 mL·min\(^{-1}\)·kg\(^{-0.5}\). The time of volitional exhaustion was 446±58 seconds, and the maximal Bla was 14.9±6.4 mmol·L\(^{-1}\). The race speed was 5.83±0.41 m·s\(^{-1}\), and the lap speeds for the three consecutive laps were 6.08±0.39, 5.76±0.42, and 5.66±0.43 m·s\(^{-1}\). The one-way repeated measures ANOVA displayed a significant effect of lap number on the pacing-induced lap speeds (\( F_{2,86} = 221.32, P<0.001 \), partial \( \eta^2 = 0.906 \)). Post hoc tests using Bonferroni’s correction revealed a consecutive reduction in lap speed for each new lap (lap 1 vs lap 2, \( P<0.001 \); lap 2 vs lap 3, \( P<0.001 \)). Results of the ski-waxing questionnaire using the VAS were 71±12 and 70±21 mm for the ski-waxing categories, ski glide and ski grip, respectively.

Correlations were found between race speed and VO\textsubscript{2max} when expressed both absolutely (\( r=0.76, P<0.001 \)) and as a simple ratio standard (\( r=0.76, P<0.001 \)), whereas the correlation coefficient was 0.83 (\( P<0.001 \)) for the relationship between allometric-scaled VO\textsubscript{2max} (mL·min\(^{-1}\)·kg\(^{-0.5}\)) and race speed. There were no correlations between race speed and VAS ski-waxing categories, ski glide (\( r=-0.07, P=0.73 \)) and ski grip (\( r=0.10, P=0.64 \)).

**Modeling race speed**

Statistical modeling based on Model 2 yielded:

\[
\log_e \text{racespeed} = 2.18 + 0.66 \log_e \text{VO}_2\text{max} - 0.35 \log_e m
\]

Model 5 explained 69% of the variance in \( \log_e \text{race speed} \) (\( P<0.001 \)), with the constant (\( P<0.001 \)), \( \log_e \text{VO}_2\text{max} \) (\( P<0.001 \)), and \( \log_e m \) (\( P=0.014 \)) all contributing to the model.

The partial \( r^2 \) values for the model variables (\( \log_e \text{VO}_2\text{max} \)) and (\( \log_e m \)) were 65% and 11%, respectively. Retransformation of Model 5 yielded:

\[
\text{Race speed} = 8.83 \text{VO}_2\text{max}^{0.66} m^{-0.35} = 8.83(\text{VO}_2\text{max} \cdot m^{0.53})^{0.66}
\]

which explained 69% of the variance in race speed for the 15 km competition (\( P<0.001 \); Figure 2A). To permit comparisons of the model variable estimate for \( \beta \), with corresponding body-mass exponents for VO\textsubscript{2max} from the previous studies, the CI for the 0.53 body-mass exponent was calculated that ranged from 0.94 to 0.12.

**Modeling lap speed**

Statistical modeling based on Model 4 yielded:

\[
\log_e \text{lap speed} = 1.77 + 0.43 \log_e \text{VO}_2\text{max} - (0.21 + 0.008 \cdot \text{lap}) \log_e m + 0.010 \text{age}
\]

\( R^2 = 0.69, P<0.001 \)

\( R^2 = 0.81, P<0.001 \)

---

**Figure 2** Relationships between model and actual (A) race speeds in the 15 km competition and (B) lap speeds for the three consecutive 5 km laps, where lap 1 is represented by circles, lap 2 squares, and lap 3 triangles.
Model 7 explained 81% of the variance in the log$_e$ lap speed ($P<0.001$). The constant ($P<0.001$), log$_e$ VO$_{2\text{max}}$ ($P<0.001$), lap ($P<0.001$), log$_e$ m ($P=0.044$), and age ($P<0.001$) all contributed to the model, and the variance component intra-class correlation coefficient was 0.76. The partial $r^2$ values for the model variables (log$_e$ VO$_{2\text{max}}$), (log$_e$ m), (lap · log$_e$ m), and (age) were 13%, 3%, 15%, and 10%, respectively. Retransformation of Model 7 yielded:

\[
\text{Lap speed} = 5.89 \text{VO}_{2\text{max}}^{0.43} \cdot m^{(0.21+0.001\text{lap})} \cdot e^{0.010\text{age}}
\]

which explained 81% of the variance in lap speed ($P<0.001$; Figure 2B).

**Discussion**

The present finding of an optimal body-mass exponent for VO$_{2\text{max}}$ of 0.53 as an indicator of performance in the 15 km classical technique race among elite male cross-country skiers is close to the value of 0.48 determined previously.$^{21}$ The result of the validation, where performance data were collected from a new sample of skiers and on a new course, supports the use of the 0.5 body-mass exponent as the optimal indicator of performance in 15 km classical technique skiing competition among elite male skiers, which is consistent with the previous recommendations.$^{2,21}$ Therefore, we recommend that VO$_{2\text{max}}$ divided by the square root of body mass should be used for evaluating elite male skiers’ performance capability in 15 km classical technique skiing races. The CI for the body-mass exponent did not include either 0 or 1, which is consistent with the previous results.$^{21}$ Consequently, the use of absolute or simple ratio-standard scaled expressions of VO$_{2\text{max}}$ should be avoided if the objective is to adequately evaluate an elite male skier’s performance capability in 15 km races. Hence, the use of simple ratio-standard scaling tends to underestimate the performance capability of heavy skiers and overestimate the performance capability of light skiers, whereas the reversed misinterpretation would occur if the absolute expression of VO$_{2\text{max}}$ is used as a performance indicator. Notably, in this context, world-class skiers would have higher VO$_{2\text{max}}$ values than less successful skiers, independent of which expression is used for evaluation.$^{7}$ However, if the objective is to evaluate the performance capability in 15 km classical technique races of a homogenous group of elite male skiers, VO$_{2\text{max}}$ expressed as mL · min$^{-1}$ · kg$^{-0.5}$ is recommended.

Moreover, the results presented in Model 6 indicate that skiers with the same body mass whose VO$_{2\text{max}}$ differs by 1% will differ in their performance by ~0.66% compared to the skiers with higher oxygen uptake. For example, if the race performance of the “average skier” in this sample (body mass =75.5 kg and VO$_{2\text{max}} =$5.4 L · min$^{-1}$) is compared with a skier with the same body mass but a 1% difference in VO$_{2\text{max}}$, the performance-related difference in the actual race would be 17 seconds. Conversely, two skiers with the same VO$_{2\text{max}}$ who differ in the body mass by 1% will likely differ in their performance by 0.35%, in favor of the lighter skier, and corresponds to a 9-second completion time difference when the “average skier” is compared with a 1% lighter skier with the same VO$_{2\text{max}}$.

Previously, these performance-related differences based on VO$_{2\text{max}}$ and body mass were reported as 1% and 0.48%, respectively.$^{21}$ There could be several reasons for this slight difference, but the most likely explanation is related to the course-profile differences even though both courses were homologated and the total climbing distance was equal (162 m in the current study vs 161 m in the previous study$^{21}$); the 5 km course in the current study had seven uphill sections with a height difference of more than 10 m, whereas the corresponding number of uphill sections for the 5 km course in the previous study was 3. Hence, in a performance perspective, the relatively shorter uphill sections did not disfavor the subjects with a lower VO$_{2\text{max}}$ or a larger body mass as much as the course with longer uphill sections. Moreover, another potential reason to the performance-related difference can be related to differences in track conditions as suggested by the mean race-speed differences (5.83 vs 5.23 m · s$^{-1}$) when the studies are compared, despite qualitatively equal subjects (VO$_{2\text{max}}$: 5.39 vs 5.34 L · min$^{-1}$). However, for both of these performances, the optimal VO$_{2\text{max}}$-to-mass ratio was “VO$_{2\text{max}}$ divided by the square root of body mass”, but its importance for the race speed differed somewhat depending on the course profile. The presented model to predict race speed is related to the actual competition, and its relevance for other skiing competitions is limited; however, the optimal VO$_{2\text{max}}$-to-mass ratio appears to be relevant for the evaluation of an elite male skier’s performance capability in 15 km classical-technique skiing competitions. To further evaluate the generalizability of the 0.5 body-mass exponent for VO$_{2\text{max}}$ and its relevance for predicting performance for other competition distances and races performed using freestyle technique, competitions in both techniques, on new courses, and during different snow conditions are warranted.

The current study also revealed that the body-mass exponent for VO$_{2\text{max}}$ is influenced by the distance covered, which was demonstrated by the lap number’s contribution to the body-mass exponent in Model 8; consequently, the
VO_2max_ to-mass ratio decreased for each new lap. This finding indicates that heavier skiers, with a relatively low simple ratio-standard scaled VO_2max had a more pronounced positive pacing profile compared with lighter skiers. Elite male skiers with large body mass (ie, a large muscle mass) could, in general, generate higher skiing speeds than lighter skiers in the two main subtechniques of classical technique (ie, diagonal-stride and double-poling techniques). It appears that the heavier skiers use their ability to generate a high skiing speed at the beginning of the race, where the skiers might want to possibly gain a high-ranking position at the first intermediate time. This finding is supported by a previously reported relationship between mean speed in the start section of a time trial and total lean mass of the elite male skiers.22

To generate a high skiing speed, a large proportion of the energy supply comes from anaerobic processes, which increase the concentration of metabolites related to fatigue. This relationship was supported by a previous study in which a positive pacing profile resulted in a higher rate of perceived exertion and accumulation of fatigue-related metabolites. Hence, it appears that skiers with a more pronounced positive pacing profile reduce their race speed toward the end of a race to avoid critical homeostatic disturbances. It has also been shown that a reduced overall skiing speed during the second part of a race, as observed in the current study, is reflected by a reduction in speed on uphill sections. Consequently, when the time spent in uphill skiing increases, lighter skiers, who are favored in ascents, are progressively more favored during the latter part of a distance race. In summary, this finding suggests that skiers’ pacing profile is influenced by their body mass and that heavy skiers may benefit from a somewhat reduced speed during the first part of a distance race. However, the extent to which the pacing profile adopted is influenced by body mass and that heavy skiers may have a more pronounced positive pacing profile (ie, race speed gradually decreasing throughout the race) compared to lighter skiers.

Conclusion

Based on the validation results, it may be recommended that VO_2max divided by the square root of body mass (mL·min^{-1}·kg^{-0.5}) should be used when the elite male skiers’ performance capability in 15 km classical technique races is evaluated. Moreover, the body-mass exponent for VO_2max was demonstrated to be influenced by the distance covered, indicating that heavier skiers have a more pronounced positive pacing profile compared with lighter skiers.
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